Walks on and around the
South West Coast Path from
Crantock Beach Holiday Park

A River Gannel crossing point
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Holywell Bay Sunset

Stretching 630 miles from Minehead on the edge of Exmoor
through to the shores of Poole Harbour,
the South West Coast Path is the best way
to explore the West Country's stunning coast.
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Maps and Leaflets for all these walks
are available to buy from Reception

A walk of contrasts, linking the pastoral tranquility of
Crantock with the coastal features of Newquay's
vibrant shoreline. The walk visits many sites of
historical interest on both sides of the River Gannel.
Check the tides before you leave.
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A short walk visiting two beaches and the village of
Crantock, a place of saints and sinners, with two holy
wells. It is believed that the ancient city of Langarrow
was buried in sand on account of its citizens' sinfulness.
Listen out for the unearthly howl of the Gannel crake!

Kelsey Head

An easy stroll down to Penpol Creek and along the
banks of the River Gannel, once a bustling
waterway. This is an area of myths and legends. You
are walking in the footsteps of ancient saints and
sinners.

The National Trust is a charity which
owns about 200 miles of the Cornish
coastline. Its aims are to promote the
conservation of this wonderful
landscape whilst enabling people to
enjoy visiting the countryside in all
sorts of ways. For more information
visit: www.nationaltrust.org.uk
National Trust
managed land
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Featuring a sandy beach and two holy wells, this is a
relatively gentle stroll in an area particularly important
for wildlife. Watch out for seals around The Chick and
check out the prehistoric cliff castle on the headland.
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